
Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:33 PM


To: Danny Hajek


Cc: maureen.oleary@noaa.gov; jasmine.blackwell@noaa.gov; Catherine Mailhouse;


Dalia Mortada; Bridget Kelley; Jessica Deahl


Subject: Re: NPR Press Inquiry: Dr. Louis Uccellini


Hi Danny - thank you for reaching out. I already declined a morning interview for tomorrow with one of your colleagues.


Unfortunately, he is not available. He could perhaps do this interview later in the week. If you'd like to propose a time,


please let me know and I'll check with his scheduler. He will not address the latest reports from the New York Times


about threats of firings from higher in the Administration, as he has no knowledge of that reported situation, so we would


need an agreement that he would not be posed any questions about it.


Regards,


-Susan


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 6:15 PM Danny Hajek <DHajek@npr.org> wrote:


Dear Susan, Maureen and Jasmine,


My name is Danny Hajek and I’m a producer at National Public Radio (NPR).  I hope you’re doing well.


I’m reaching out about setting up an interview with Dr. Louis Uccellini on NPR.  We’d like to discuss how


NOAA responded to President Trump’s claims that Hurricane Dorian posed a threat to Alabama, and how


Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross allegedly threatened to fire top employees of the agency for


contradicting Trump’s statements.


This would be a LIVE interview tomorrow on one of our flagship shows, Morning Edition or All Things


Considered.  We can schedule tomorrow morning at 6:30am ET or 7:00am ET, or a time later in the


afternoon.  I’m cc’ing my colleagues working across shifts here to ensure we see your response at any


time of day.


Thank you for your time and consideration.  I look forward to hearing back.


Best,


Danny


mailto:DHajek@npr.org


Best,


Danny


|Danny Hajek |  Associate Producer |  Morning Edition |  NPR West |  310.815.4228



	Re NPR Press Inquiry Dr. Louis Uccellini

